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We introduce the problem of establishing a central limit theorem for the 
coefficients of a sequence of polynomials P,,(X) of binomial type; that is, a sequence 
P,(x) satisfying exp(xg(u)) = Zf, P,(x)(u”/n!) for some (formal) power series 
g(u) lacking constant term. We give a complete answer in the case when g(u) 
is a polynomial, and point out the widest known class of nonpolynomial power 
series g(u) for which the corresponding central limit theorem is known true. We 
also give the least restrictive conditions known for the coefficients of P,,(x) which 
permit passage from a central to a local limit theorem, as well as a simple criterion 
for the generating function g(u) which assures these conditions on the coefficients 
of P,(x). The latter criterion is a new and general result concerning log concavity 
of doubly indexed sequences of numbers with combinatorial significance. Asymp- 
totic formulas for the coefficients of P,,(x) are developed. 
1. ASYMPTOIC NORMALITY AND POLYNOMIALS OF BINOMIAL TYPE 
We say that a doubly indexed sequence of nonnegative numbers s(n, k) is 
asymptotically normal (or, satisfies a central limit theorem), if there are 
numbers TV,, and u, such that for the probabilities pn(k) = s(n, k)/Clc s(n, k), 
lim sup pn(k) - (1/(277)‘3 1’ eUt’iz dt / = 0. (1.1) n-tm 3: -r n 
Because the limit distribution N(x) = (1/(27r)112) j”_, emtzj2 dt is continuous, 
condition (1.1) is equivalent to pointwise convergence. We also say that the 
numbers s(n, k) are asymptotically normal with mean p,, and variance ~~2. 
Such a central limit theorem is a frequent occurrence among sequences s(n, k) 
arising in combinatorial enumeration; the binomial coefficient case 
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s(n, k) = (z) is an instance of the classical central limit theorem; see [2] for 
further examples of combinatorial interest. 
Harper [8] established (1 .I) for the Stirling numbers of the second kind, 
that is, s(n, li) = the number of partitions of a labeled n-set into k nonempty 
blocks. A crucial fact in his proof is that the polynomials P,(X) = CL s(n, k) x6 
have all roots real and nonpositive. Additional examples of (1.1) via the 
approach of real roots may be found in [3,4], both including a local limit 
theorem with error estimate. (Local limit theorems are discussed in 
Section 3.) However, the polynomials whose coefficients are Stirling numbers 
of the second kind have another property of note, namely, they satisfy the 
identifies 
A sequence of polynomials satisfying (1.2), and having P”(x) _ 1, is 
said to be of binomial type. For a sequence of polynomials to be of binomial 
type it is both necessary and sufficient that there exists a (formal) power 
series g(u) lacking constant term such that 
m 
exp(xg(u)) = C P,(x)(fP/n!). 
FL=” 
(1.3) 
If g(u) is expressed as an exponential generating function 
g(u) = i g,(u”/n!), 
n =l 
(1.4) 
then expansion of (1.3) reveals the following formula for s(n, k), the coeffi- 
cients of P,(x) 
(1.5) 
in which the summation is over all k-tuples (ul ,..., Q) with ZIP > 1 and 
C ri = n. Hence we have the following combinatorial interpretation of the 
coefficients s(n, k): If g, is the number of ways to construct an object of 
some sort on a labeled n-set, then s(n, k) is the number of ways to partition 
a labeled n-set into k nonempty blocks, and construct such an object on each 
block. The Stirling numbers of the second kind are the case when g, = 1, 
that is, g(u) = e” - 1. When g(u) = -Zn(l - u), that is, g, = (n - l)! , 
then s(n, k) = the number of permutations of an n-element set having k 
cycles, because (n - l)! is the number of cycles one may construct on an n-set. 
The theory of polynomials of binomial type is a rich one for combinatorial 
enumeration, and many properties have been developed. Concerning some 
of these properties, Eqs. (l&1.5), and the above combinatorial inter- 
pretation, see [6, 7. 121. 
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In view of Harper’s result, we may pose a question: When do the coeffi- 
cients s(n, k) of a sequence of polynomials of binomial type P,(x) satisfy (1.1) ? 
Since these coefficients are completely determined by g(u), we seek suitable 
conditions on that function. There are unpublished results [3] revealing 
a wide class of such functions g(u), recovering in particular Harper’s original 
findings. Section 2 considers the case when g(u) is a polynomial, for which it is 
possible to give a complete and affirmative answer to the above question. 
Section 3 presents known results and difficulties concerning the derivation 
of local limit theorems from central. Some familiar combinatorial distri- 
butions covered by Theorem f below include: 
(a) Restricted occupancy problem: s(n, k) = the number of partitions 
of an n-element set into k nonempty blocks of maximal size M. That is, 
g(u) = xrZI (~~jn!). This includes the problem of distributing labeled balls 
into unlabeled boxes of limited capacity. 
(b) Permutations with special cycle lengths: Included here is s(n, k) = 
the number of permutations having k cycles of maximal size M, for which 
g(u) = x:it”=, (u”/n); and also s(n, k) = the number of permutations n havmg 
k cycles such that +I is the identity, for which g(u) = ZdliC, (&in). 
(c) Graphs with components of bounded size: How many graphs on 
12 labeled vertices have k components ? As n ---f co, almost all graphs are 
connected [5]; but when component size is bounded, we see by Theorem f 
that the distribution of k is asymptotically normal. A similar situation holds 
for forests of rooted trees: as n ----f co, the average forest contains two trees 
(of necessity, large trees) and the standard deviation approaches 1. However 
when the size of the trees is bounded, the distribution of the number of trees 
in a forest is asymptotically normal, again according to Theorem I. Inci- 
dentally, concerning s(n, k) = the number of forests on II vertices containing 
k rooted trees, the above results on the mean and standard deviation follow 
directly from the fact that P,(x) = xii s(n, k) x2; = x(x + n)+l. This latter 
formula may be established, among other ways, by an application of the 
general theory of polynomials of binomial type (see [12]). 
2. THE CENTRAL LJMJT THEOREM WHEN g(u) = POLYNOMIAL 
Throughout this section we adhere to the following notation: 
g(u) = t CjU~, ci 2 0, Gn # 0; 
i=1 
A(u) = ug’(u) = c jc$4’; 
i=l 
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B(u) = uA’(u) = f j2qu’; 
j=l 
P,(X) are generated by g(u): (2.1) 
exp(xg(u)) = i P,(x)(u”/n!); 
II -0 
r(u) is the inverse function of A: 
A(r(y)) T- y; 
U(X) = (g(x) - (A(.x))2/B(x))1i2; 
u = h-(4); n- 
pn = g(W): 
cT = et!““, t a real number. 
Since all cj > 0 (for combinatorial applications cj = gj/j!), A(x) is monotone 
increasing for positive x, so r( ~1) is a well-defined real, positive function for 
y > 0. We also note 
g(x) B(x) - (A(x))” = c ( c (k - jy $Cj) xi, (2.2) 
i j+&i 
j>P 
so that for x > 0 we have B > 0 and gB - A2 >, 0, meaning that a(x) is a 
real positive function. 
THEOREM I. Let g(u) be a polynomial with real nonnegative coejjkients: 
g(u) = c;, 4, c, # 0. Assume that GCD (j 1 cj # 0) = 1. Then the 
coeficients s(n, k) of the polynomials P,(x) generated by g(u) are asymptotically 
normal with mean pL, and variance un2, dejned as above. 
Remark 1. The assumption about the greatest common divisor is no loss. 
Indeed, when GCD{ j 1 cj + O] = d > 1, then s(n, k) = 0 for d r n. Tn such 
a case define a polynomial h(u) = g(ulld). Then h(u) satisfies the hypotheses 
of the theorem, and the s,(n, k) which it generates are precisely the nontrivial 
s(nd, k) generated by the original g(u). 
Remark 2. When m = I, g(u) = clu satisfies the hypotheses of the 
theorem. Tn this case, u = 0 and pn = I?. While in some sense the resulting 
s(n, k) are indeed “asymptotically normal with mean n and variance 0,” 
basically this is a degenerate situation. Hence we shall make use in the proof 
that follows of the integer J = max{,j < m ( c, f 0). From (2.2) we note 
an2 - c . r(n)J, some positive c. (2.3) 
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The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. If we let Y,, 
be the sequence of discrete random variables defined by: Prob[Y, = k} = 
s(n, k)/Ck s(n, k); and let X, be defined by: X, = (Y, - pJ/o, ; then, we 
may establish (1.1) by proving that the moment generating functions of A’, 
converge pointwise to the moment generating function of the normal distri- 
bution. Expressing these moment generating functions as functions of t, 
with the notation (2.1) for ~‘/~n, we must show 
(2.4) 
The convergence in (2.4) will be shown to be uniform for t E K, a compact set. 
The proof consists of two major parts, each involving much calculation. 
First we shall show 
P,(4Ip,( 1) - exp 
Second we verify 
as II ---f co, uniformly for t E K. 
(2.5) 
(-pntl4 + 11’ g(+d8)) 43 - t2/Z as n 4 co, uniformly for t E K. 
(2.6) 
Let C = [a, b], 0 < a < 1 < b, a and b fixed. Following an idea used in [9], 
we produce an asymptotic formula (2.8) for P,(x)/n! which is uniform for 
x E C as 12 + co. Start by writing the Cauchy integral formula 
p,w/fl ! = (l/24 4, ,=, exp{.rg(z)]dz/zvL+l, 
: ? 
as a sum of two integrals, with r* transposed: 
(P,(x)/n!) rn = exp{,ug(r@) - in@ dd 
+ (l/277) J;;-” exp(xg(reis) - in@ d0 
= I1 f  I2 . 
With 6 taken as r-m/z+1l8 (m is the degree of g), we can approximate II and 
show that Iz is negligible for larger r. 
For some 5 between 0 and 8, by Taylor: 
g(reie) = g(r) + iBA(r) - $e2B(r) - ireic(03/6) B’(reit). 
582+3/3-4 
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Exponentiating, srnce x is bounded and 6 is properly small, 
exp{xg(vf?)j = exp{x(g(r) + id . A(r) -- &tP * B(r)))[l + o(l)], 
as I’ - co, where o( 1) ---) 0 uniformly for .Y E C and 1 0 ( G 6. Then, 
after the change of variables B(xB)‘/? =T y and c = (x,4 - n)/(~lP)“~. Since 
s2B 4 00, 
=. (2n)li2 exp (x4(r) - I?)P _ -.~-- 
2xB( r) 1 - o(l). 
By the corollary to Lemma I below, Z, = o(exp\‘xg(r)j)/(B(r))l/“, as I’ -+ co, 
so that altogether 
pJx) /.n = w$,ug(r)~ 
I1 !  &aq7j)’ exp 1 [ 
(d(r) - /7)2 
-__ ~- 
2.uB(r) 1 t- o(l,(, asr-t cc, 
(2.7) 
in which it is seen that o(I) is independent of n and uniform for x E C. Now, 
for each n, x we choose r = r(n/x), where thefunction r is the inverse of the 
polynomial A, so that xA(r(n/x)) = n. Since r(n/x) + cc as n --• cx, from 
(2.7) we deduce the desired 
P,(-r) exp{sg(r(n/.\-))l ------ 
II ! (r(tl,/x))n(2nxB(r(n/.x)))1!2 ’ 
as 17 ---f m, uniformly for s E C. 
(2.8) 
From (2.3), u, ---f co so that a + I uniformly for t E K. By (2.1), r(y) - 
(y/mcnJ1@ as y - co, so it follows that B(r(n/a)) - &r(n)), as n --f m, 
uniformly for t E K. Hence by division from (2.8) 
P,(a) exp{W+d4N - 
P,(1) expi g(r(f7))) 
as /J--t 33. (2.9) 
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Since 
(2.5) follows from (2.9). The above differentiation is a routine check, the 
only trick being that 
To complete Theorem I by establishing (2.6), it is necessary to obtain 
explicit information about the higher order derivatives with respect to ,l3 
of the function /3 --, g(r(n//?)) appearing in the integral (2.6). We denote this 
function as F(P), with the dependence on n being understood. 
Let T, , j = 1, 2 ,..., be a countable collection of variables. Define an 
operator Q on real polynomials in the variables T, by these rules: 
(9 Q(Tt) = Tj+l t 
(ii) Q(G 1 .a* r,,) = I:=, T(X) ... Q( rji) ... T,, (Leibnitz product rule); 
(iii) Q is linear with respect to addition and scalar multiplication. 
Then inductively we may define polynomials R,;(T) in the variables Tj by 
R,(T) = -T12, 
(2.10) 
R,+,(T) = -T,T,Q(R,,) - {kT?” - (2k - I) TIT,\ R,. . 
We use RJ I) to denote the value of Rk resulting when all T, are set equal to 1. 
From the above recursion we see that R, is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree 2k; hence, Q(R,) lTzl = 2k Rk( I). Therefore, 
Rk+l( 1) = -2kR,(l) - {-k i I) R,( 1) 
= (-k - 1) R,( 1). 
It follows then that 
R,(I) = (-l)“k! (2.11) 
Tt is also easy to conclude from the recursion that if Tj,Ti, ..* T,,n is a term 
appearing in R,; , then 
.A + .h + ... + ,jza. = 4k - 2. (2.12) 
The relation of the polynomials R,(T) to our function F(/?) = g(r(n/P)) is 
given by the following. 
PROPOSITION. Fork > 1 
F(‘)(, = R,( T)/(fi”T,z”-l), (2.13) 
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in which each T, is set equal to the polynomial Cr=, ijciri, evaluated at 
r = r(n/P). In particular, T,(r) = A(r) and T,(r) = B(r) in our earlier 
notation. 
Proof. By definition, T,(r(y)) = y. Hence, 
and so, 
r’(y) 1 __ = 
r(y) Tdr( Y)> ’ 
$ Tj (r (;I) = T,’ (r (“,)I r’ (p) . g 
or, if all polynomials Ti are understood to be evaluated at r(n//$, 
so that 
WdfO R,(T) = (- T,IfiT,) . Q(&(T)). (2.14) 
Using (2.14), the proof of (2.13) is a routine induction: When (2.13) is 
differentiated with respect to /3, the result is Eq. (2.13) with k replaced by 
k + 1. This completes the proposition. 
From (2.11) and (2.12) there follows 
F'k'cP) = 
(- 1)” k! c~~rn’“-2(r(n/B))2”“’ + lower powers of r(n//3) --- 
~k{C2$lm4k--2 (r(n/j3))(2”-1)” C lower powers of (r(n/@)j ’ 
(2.15) 
since each term 
(constant) . Tj, ... T,,, 
appearing in l&(T) has as its highest power of r(n/P) 
(constant) . c,“,,l” . A&’ “” Jzk . r(n//3)21cn’ 
= (constant) . cf(” * m4k-“r(n/~)2km by (2.12) 
and the sum of these constants is R,(l) = (- I)” k! by (2.11). This accounts 
for the numerator in (2.15). For the denominator, it is a matter of finding 
the leading coefficient in Ti’-‘. (Where T, is a polynomial in r(n//3).) 
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We need one more result before turning to the proof of (2.6). Recall the 
expansion, 
in which S(n, k) denotes Stirling numbers of the second kind. Since 
S(n,k) <n”<3”-n!, 
S(n, k) un 
c n! 
< (3 I u OK” 
l-3/4 
provided 1 u I < l/3. 
a>K 
Recalling that 01 = etia*, and u, + co, we have 
(a - I)‘+1 
(j+ I)! 
as II + co. (2.16) 
n 
We shall let K be a positive integer such that (K + 1)5/2 > m. J was defined 
in the first remark following the statement of Theorem T. 
Returning finally to the proof of (2.6): 
- ---;’ I Kfl JW’(]) ‘t; ‘I;:’ + F(K)@) . ((“z. , 
3=0 (K + l)! (*‘17) 
with /I between 1 and 01, where we have expanded the integral about 01 = 1 
by Taylor’s formula. This is the quantity which must be shown to converge 
to t2/2 as n + co. According to (2.15), 
since r(n) N r(n//3). By (2.3), our choice of K, and 01 - 1 = @t/u,+), the right 
most term in (2.17) goes to 0. Similarly, by (2.16) we can expand the other 
terms on the right of (2.17) and conclude 
+ o(l). 
(2.18) 
We must show that this approaches t2/2 as n + co. 
Now, CL,, and (T, were originally defined so that the coefficient of t in the 
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above equation is 0, and the coefficient of r’/2 is 1. The coefficient of t’/l! for 
3 .< I -: K is 
using (2.13) with p -= I and a common denominator of Ti’-‘. All polynomials 
g and Tj are evaluated at r(n). Each expression I&(T) * T~z-2k-2 has as its 
leading term, by (2.15) for k > I 
this formula is also correct when k ;= 0 for the term g . Tizm3. It follows that 
the total coefficient of c~~~~~~-~Y(~)“(~I-~) in the numerator of (2.19) is 
l-1 
c (-I)” k! S(I, k -I- I). 
,.‘=1, 
However, a well-known combinatorial identity (see [IO, p. 1831) says that 
the above expression is identically 0 for 1 > 3. Hence the numerator does 
not have the maximum possible =m(2/ -- 2) degree in v(n), so its degree is 
<m(21 - 3) + J. This means that the coefficient of t’/l! in (2.18) is 
(l/~~“) . O(P+Z)~), which goes to 0 as n ---f co, since I >, 3. This completes the 
proof of the theorem, except for the following lemma and corollary. 
LEMMA I. There are positive constants c and R such that g(r) ~- 
Re(g(reie)) > c . r1i4 when r-7w/2+1/X < / 8 ( -5 T, and r > R (m denotes the 
degree of the polynomial g, and Re is real part). 
Proof. Let c = Q min{c, I ck # O]-. Note that 
g(r) - Re(g(re@)) = c c/(1 - cos kd) 3 c&( 1 - cos kf?). 
k=, 
If I - cos k0 > &r314 for some k with C~ # 0, then the conclusion holds. 
Else it follows that eilie is within a distance rp3/3 of 1 (all distances and 
neighborhoods are measured as arc length on the unit circle in this lemma), 
so that eis must be within a distance of r-3/4 of a kth root of unity for all k 
with cI. + 0. Consider all kth roots of 1 with C~ :,# 0. Some of these may 
coincide, but for large r the r-3’4 neighborhoods of the distinct ones are 
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disjoint. Hence, eie is within r3i4 of a point which is simultaneously a kth root 
of unity for all k with ck + 0. Since GCD{k 1 ck # 0) = 1, this point can 
only be 1. Hence, 1 8 1 < r3i4. For large r, such a 0 is so small that 
then 
(1 - cos me) 3 1 - cos 8 2 &8* 2 ; . r-m+l/J; 
g(r) - Re g(r@) > c,,,r” . +“‘-1/4 > ~~14, 
and the lemma is proved. 
COROLLARY TO LEMMA 1. 
uniformly for x E C, with 6’ as in Lemma 1. 
Proof. In absolute value exp{xg(reie)}/exp{xg(r)} is exp{x(Re(g(r@) - 
g(r)))) but x is bounded away from 0 and B(r) has only polynomial growth. 
This establishes the corollary. 
3. THE LOCAL LIMIT THEOREM 
Although the central limit theorem ( 1.1) provides a certain qualitative feel 
for the numbers s(n, k), greater information is provided by a local limit 
theorem. We say that a doubly indexed sequence of nonnegative numbers 
s(n, k) satisfies a local limit theorem on the set S provided that for the 
probabilities p,(k) = s(n, k)/C, s(n, k)) there are numbers pL, and Us such 
that 
lim sup / u~,~%([P~ f xcr,]) - (1/(2n)1/2) e&/z 1 == 0. 
n+-x xes (3.1) 
Generally it is not possible to conclude (3.1) from (1.1). Bender [2] has 
indicated that certain “smoothness conditions” on the s(n, k) are sufficient; 
in particular, if the s(n, k) are unimodal and u’n - co, then (3.1) follows 
from (1.1) for S = {x: I x / 3 E>, any positive E. Moreover, he shows that 
in the presence of (1.1) the local theorem (3.1) is valid for S = all reals 
provided the s(n, k) are log concave: 
(sh kN2 > s(n, k - 1) * s(n, k + 1). 
Two consequences of log concavity are used in his proof: 
(s(n, k -b f))z >, s(n, k) . s(n, k + 24, 
s(n> k) are unimodal. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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It is important to remark, however, that concluding (3.3) from (3.2) actually 
assumes certain s(n, k) are nonzero. We illustrate with an 
EXAMPLE. Returning to the context of polynomials of bionomial type, 
let g(u) = u + u4/24 be the generating function for the polynomials P,(x). 
According to our combinatorial interpretation, the coefficient s(n, k) of x1’ 
in P,(x) is the number of ways to partition an n-element labeled set into k 
nonempty blocks, each block containing one or four elements. By Theorem I, 
the s(n, k) satisfy ( 1. I); from elementary considerations it is clear that 
(0, 11, s(n, 2) ,..., s(n, n)) = (0 ,...) 0, *, 0, 0, *, 0, 0 )..., *, 0, 0, *), 
where * indicates a nonzero number. More specifically, the first nonzero 
s(n, k) is for k = n - 3[r2/4]; additional nonzero s(n, k) occur for k = 
n - 3[n/4] + 31, I = 1, 2,..., [n/4]. Relation (3.2) is then trivially satisfied. 
Yet a local limit theorem (3.1) is obviously impossible for any reasonable 
set S. Notice that the second condition of (3.3) is not valid, even though s(n, k) 
are log concave according to definition (3.2). 
We wish to avoid behavior as in the previous example. Relations (3.3) wiN 
be valid provided 
(i) s(n, k) are log concave, that is, satisfy (3.2) 
(3.4) 
(ii) {k: s(n, k) # 0) = {k: I, ,< k < u,J, for some integers /,, and u, . 
That is, the nonzero s(n, k) must appear in an interval, not separated by 
s(n, k) which are zero. We now state the only known general local limit 
theorem for polynomials of binomial type. 
THEOREM II. Let s(n, k) be the coejicients of a sequence of polynomials of 
binomial type. ( We are not assuming that g(u) is a polynomial.) Assuming that 
CT, -+ co, that the s(n, k) satisfy the central limit theorem (I.]), and that the 
s(n, k) satisfy (3.4), then they also satisfy the local limit theorem (3.1) with 
S = all reals. Consequently we have the asymptotic formula 
where 
s(n, k) - (P,(I) e-22/2/o,(2z)1/2), as n+co, (3.5) 
k = A, + X(J, and x = O(1). 
Proof. See [2] for a proof that the more. carefully stated (3.4) and (1.1) 
imply (3.1); [3] provides some detail as to how the rate of convergence in (3.1) 
depends on the rate of convergence in (1 .l) and the rate of convergence 
u, + co. Formula (3.5) is of course an immediate consequence of the local 
limit theorem. Since we have developed an asymptotic formula for P,(l) 
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(see (2.8)) (3.5) achieves the desirable goal of estimating s(n, k) purely in 
terms of the generating function g(u). Notice that (3.5) is valid only for k in 
a restricted range. 
We next wish to demonstrate conditions on the generating function g(u) 
which will assure (3.4) for the numbers s(n, k), so that Theorem II is 
applicable. Such a result is of independent interest in its own right, as log 
concavity is a frequently studied property of combinatorial sequences, and 
Theorem 1 II is the only such general result for the coefficients of polynomials 
of binomial type. The easiest way to assure the second condition of (3.4), 
that is, that the nonzero s(n, k) contain no gaps, is to assume the same for 
the coefficients of g(u). Interestingly enough, a way to assure the first 
condition (log concavity) is again to assume the same for the coefficients of 
g(u). We now prove all this: as 
THEOREM III. Let g(u) = CTz, cjuj, with Cj > 0, satisfy: 
(a) {.j: ci + O> = {j: I < j < L :< co], 
that is, the nonzero cj occur in an interval without gaps; 
(b) cj2 > cj-rcj+r - 
Then the coeficients s(n, k) of the polynomials P,(x) generated by g(u) satisfy 
both conditions (i) and (ii) of(3.4). 
Proof. Notice that g(u) is not assumed to be a polynomial in this theorem 
That (a) above implies (ii) of (3.4) is not difficult to see. If s(n, k3 f 0 and 
s(n, k,) i 0, there is clearly a nonzero term in the summation (1.5) for any 
s(n, k) with k, < k < k, . Consequently we concentrate on the log concavity 
part of the theorem. Notice that (a) and (b) together do indeed tell us that 
cicj 3 ci+l,Cj-l 2 whenever i >j. (3.6) 
We are going to show that 
( k!s(n, k) 2 n. I I- ><k- ])!sh- 1) . (k+ l)!shk+ 1)) n! n! (37) 
so that the s(n, k) are strictly log concave. First some notation: 
Nn, k) = l(vl , 21~ ,..., ck) / ui > 1 and c vi = n ; 1 
when u E A@, k); 
A&n, k) = {v E A(n, k) I rl; = c+; 
AaB(n, k + 1) = {v E A(n, k + I) ) vlc = 01, vy+l = p,. 
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With this notation we note 
the coefhcient of II” in (g(u))A-l 7 c c, (3.8) 
I.EA(71.&1, 
Referring to (1.5) (3.7) is equivalent to 
Since A(n, k) is the disjoint union Uol A,(n, k), and A(n, k + 1) is the disjoint 
union ua,o AUP(n, k + I), it suffices to prove that for any ordered pair 
(01, P): 
By a simple correspondence, the left side is the same as 
while the right side is 
C,CR ( c ce )( c co . CEA(?L. k-1) cGA(n-a-i3,k-l) 1 
In view of (3.8), the desired inequality (3.9) follows provided the coefficients 
of (g(u))“-’ satisfy (3.6). Fortunately, the convolution of two sequences 
satisfying (3.6) itself satisfies (3.6) [l 1, Chap. 81 and so the whole proof is 
complete. 
We return now to the estimate for s(n, k) given by (3.5), which we noted 
permitted only a restricted range for k. It is possible to extend this range as 
follows: 
THEOREM IV. Let g(u) be a polynomial satisfying the hypotheses of 
Theorems I and 111, and let p be a positive real number. Then 
where 
se, k) ,- p,,(p)i(p”‘o,,(p)(2~)1’~), as n-m, (3.10) 
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Proof. Jf g(u) generates the coefficients s(n, k), then pg(ll) generates the 
coefficients p%(n, k). Moreover, pg(u) still satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorems I and 111. pg(r(n/p)) and u,“(p) are the mean and variance for 
p”‘.r(n, k) according to Theorem I; (3.10) is the local limit theorem applied 
with k = mean, that is, x == 0 in (3.5). The proof is complete. 
It is desirable to know, and natural to conjecture, that Eq. (3.10) is uniform 
for p E [c, I/C], any E small and fixed. However, thus far this conjecture has 
not been verified. 
The derivative of pg(r(n/p)) with respect to p is o,“(p)/p. Hence 
p * g(r(n/p)) - pn is (p - I) u,~({)/< for some < between 1 and p. We point 
this out to indicate that the range of k for which (3. IO) estimates S(U, k) 
does indeed extend the range covered by (3.5). On the other hand, for all k 
covered even by the conjectured uniform version of (3. lo), it is easily checked 
that k/n -- I/m where 111 is the degree of g(l/). Notice that n/m is the smallest 
possible k for which s(n, k) = 0. 
Let us now point out the following fact about the numbers k! s(n, k)/n! 
used in the proof of Theorem JJJ. 
THEOREM V. Let g(u) be a polynomial satisfying the hypotheses of 
Theorems I and III, and generating the co@icients s(n, k) of a sequence of 
polynomials of binomial type. Assume that the root of g(u) == I which is smallest 
in absolute oalue is simple. Define another sequence a(n, k) by a(n, k) == 
k ! s(n, k)/n ! . Then the sequence a(n, k) satisfies ( 1.1) and (1.3), the central 
and local limit theorems, with p., and (T, given by CL,, = c,n and u, =;I c&l” 
for suitable constants cl and c., 
Proof. Note 
;k a(n, k) u’~.x”‘ = I/( 1 - xg(u)). 
The stated result for the central limit theorem is Bender’s observation 
[2, 3.11. For the local limit theorem our Theorem III applies. An examination 
of Bender’s formula reveals that the range of k for which his technique 
estimates s(n, k) is totally disjoint from the range of (3.10) for p E [E, I/C] 
and n large. 
Jn closing we mention that (I. I) is known to hold for the s(n, k) generated 
by a wide class of nonpolynomial power series g(u), with pn and CF, still 
defined as in Theorem I [3]. This is the class of functions which Hayman 
calls admissible, and studies in [9]. We have not included any of these results 
here, but hope to publish them at a later time. 
J would like to thank Professors Edward Bender and S. G. Williamson 
for many interesting conversations concerning the material of this paper. 
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